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Why the Public prefers a Waterman's

The public prefers a Waterman's because it knows that since 1883 (when L. E.

Waterman devised the first practical fountain pen) the words "Waterman's" and

"a perfect writing instrument" have been synonymous.

Because no Waterman's has ever been bought that was not backed by a guar-

antee of perfect manufacture and perfect writing service.

Because the public knows that every Waterman's ever bought was worth the

price that was asked for it.

Because every man, woman or child can secure a Waterman's in a size and at

a price that is preferred— and that because it is a Waterman's it can be had with

a point precisely suited to his or her handwriting.

Because Waterman's has never considered a sale closed until the customer

was thoroughly satisfied and will exchange a pen point until the customer is

suited in every way.

Because Waterman's advertising has always adhered strictly to the truth

and the reader could always rely on every promise being fulfilled by the dealer or

ourselves.

Why the Merchant should sell Waterman's

The first and foremost reason why the merchant should sell Waterman's is because a

Waterman's is the best writing instrument that anyone can sell.

There are many other reasons

:

Because a Waterman's is the product of a firm with nearly fifty years of experience in

the manufacture and in service to fountain pen users throughout the civilized world.

Because Waterman's is a writing instrument of proven merit—there being thousands of

cases—all over the world—where Waterman's Pens purchased 25, 30 or even 40 years ago,

are rendering perfect writing service today and many of them without a single repair of any

Because during this period they have had a pre-eminent place in public favor and have

been consistently advertised to young and old.

Because each Waterman's is honestly and expertly built throughout and of the very

finest materials—and embodies every writing improvement that could possibly better its

Because when you sell a Waterman's you can offer your customer a variety of styles and
sizes—each at a fair price. And because of our exclusive method of point identification and

ticular handwriting, regardless of the style of Waterman's pen they choose.

Because Waterman's are sold on merit alone, each with an assured profit to the dealer.

We have no "deals" or other persuasions to overstock a dealer. Rather, we have a definite
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and proven sales plan to enable the dealer to earn the very largest possible profit on the

smallest possible inventory—as is fully explained on pages 4 and 5.

and to assure quick delivery of needed styles from conveniently located supplies.

And, in summary, we may say that the small amount of time required to properly sell

a Waterman's Pen (under our exclusive method of point identification and selection) is

richly rewarded by the profits that result for a pen department which renders real service.

There is no article in a merchant's store that offers a larger return on a small stock

which so prolifically induces other sales then and in the future.

Dealer Service Department

No article that is in common use today has been more consistently or effectively advertised

than Waterman's Ideal Fountain Pens. And no matter what the advertising medium used,

Waterman's publicity has always been conducted along dignified, safe, sane lines that would

best help our dealers.

In addition to the Waterman's publicity which we place directly in the national maga-

zines and the leading newspapers of the country—we maintain a Dealer Service Depart-

ment that was created for the express purpose of preparing matter for your use in boosting

Waterman's sales.

There can be no doubt that your window can be one of your very best salesmen. Such a

window—dressed with the materials which our Dealer Service Department can furnish you

—will call passersby in to purchase—if not just then—later on.

As a matter of special convenience and service to you, we are prepared to furnish you

—

at regular stated intervals—a Waterman's display for your window. This method not only

saves you the trouble of writing for a display each time you wish one but assures you receiv-

ing new displays as issued and the very greatest results from your window. Please advise us

From time to time our Dealer Service Department issues beautifully printed folders il-

lustrating and describing representative stocks of Waterman's. When these folders—with

your name and address printed thereon—are handed out to your prospects—enclosed with

your packages—mailed out with your statements—or better still, mailed to a selected list of

prospects, they are wonderful helps in the sale of Waterman's as well as other lines in your

Our Dealer Service Department also issues from time to time catalogue insert sheets

illustrating Waterman's Pens, Pencils, Desk Sets and Inks, to be bound into, and to form

a part of, your own catalogue.

This department will also furnish you seasonable, prepared newspaper ads— written

from your viewpoint, which ads you can have free of cost, in electrotype or mat form, for

your local use. The department will also prepare for you, without cost, special ads for any

In short, our Dealer Service Department was organized for you. It is your Advertising

Department—^ your service at all times. It will help you and will help us if you will use it



Waterman's Discounts
The L. E. Waterman Company in selecting its distributors earnestly endeavors to choose

only those merchants who will follow the line of proper selling and servicing of Water-

man's products to the public. We allow a 40 % discount to merchants who install a repre-

sentative stock of Waterman's.

Waterman's Profit Sharing Plan

But in addition to the regular 409; discount, we pay a special "reward" to the merchant for

employing good business methods in running his Waterman's business—in not overbuying

and carrying over a big inventory. We issue to such a merchant a Profit Sharing credit at the

16 2/3%—according to his original stock installed and maintained by filling in only what

has been sold.

Below are listed, in detail, the conditions under which you can enjoy the special Profit

Nothing but Waterman's Ideal Fountain Pens and Waterman's Pencils are to be dis-

played in the Waterman's trays furnished by us.

Place a monthly order so as to maintain an agreed upon stock of Waterman's for twelve

invoices when due.

In turn, we will furnish you Waterman's Pens and Pencils at regular net trade prices.

stock of Waterman's you maintain.
"

We will examine, supervise, and keep in good order your stock of Waterman's.

We will pay you a Commission (according to the schedule listed below) computed

quarterly upon the amount of money received from you for Waterman's Pens furnished

during twelve consecutive months. This Commission will be paid by us in Free Pens at their

trade prices—or we will give you credit for same on your future orders for Waterman's Pens.

TO EARN FIVE PERCENT:

Maintain a stock of twelve dozen Waterman's Pens. Order every month.

TO EARN SIXTEEN AND TWO-THIRDS PERCENT:
Net payments to us during twelve consecutive months to exceed #1,000.00. Order every month.

Where your twelve month's period of Waterman's purchases exceed $1,000.00, there will

be included— when the credit for the last quarter is issued— the difference between the

Commissions are not credited unless invoices of the previous months have been promptly

due the Company, until such commissions are actually credited by the Company.
When a business changes ownership, the commission accrues to the benefit of the new

owner, i.e., it will be credited to the successor at the end of the twelve months' term, pro-

We will be glad to send you a formal application blank so that you can become one of

our profit sharing dealers.
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Waterman's Stock Control Plan





A Waterman's Show Case
— one of your best salesmen

!

A Waterman's Show Case will not only add immeasurably

to the general attractiveness of your store but will prove one

of your very best pen and pencil salesmen ! In fact, the mer-

chant who has been able to do a fair pen business without a

show case, very often doubles his sales when he uses a

Waterman's Show Case for the exclusive display of Water-

man's products—as it should be used.

And we are, therefore, anxious to furnish you one of these

attractively designed, well-constructed and beautifully

finished show cases, with trays to fit, and in a finish to suit

your store trim—ar its actual manufacturing cost. At a

small, additional cost, we will equip for electric lighting

any of the show cases illustrated.

Any of our representatives will be very glad to discuss

your show case requirements — or write direct to us at

New York or to any of our branch offices.
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Repairs Other Than Pen Points

Retail Price List of Separate Parts for Various Types of Waterman's
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Waterman's Correspondence Inks

Waterman's Correspondence Ink—in six attractive colors—answers the wide-spread femi-

nine vogue for personal correspondence ink in unusual colors to match tinted stationery.

Also useful in school work, engineering offices or wherever there is a need for vivid, contrast-

ing ink colors.

The quality of the ink is on a par with our well-known commercial writing inks—bright

in color and absolutely free from sediment which might clog a fountain pen.

As can be seen, the glass bottle is attractive enough to be welcomed on any writing desk.

Neck is unusually wide for easy access to ink. The overhanging composition cap (colored to

match the ink and the identifying bottle label) protects fingers from contact with the neck

when bottle is opened for use.

Waterman's Correspondence Ink may be had packaged in dozens of the six colors as-

sorted—also packed in dozens of one color. The one dozen packers are equipped with our

standard easy-to-open "pull strings". The bottle has a list price of 15 cents subject to usual

ink discounts.

CORRESPONDENCE INK WEIGHTS
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Waterman's Leads and Erasers



Waterman's Gyro-Sheath Desk Sets

WATERMAN'S GYRO-SHEATH DESK SETS are recognized as essential to the well-

appointed office desk or home secretary or library table.

Bases are made of the very finest grades of imported onyx and marbles—and are shaped,

finished and polished by skilled artisans.

Gyro-Sheaths are made in two capacities (identically the same in outward shape and

size)—one to receive the No. size desk pen and the other to receive the No. 67 and No.

0365 pens—the two sizes of pen sheaths being interchangeable. The No. 67 size gyro-sheath

can be had in either the regulation metal or finished in hard rubber to match the desk pen

selected. Desk sets equipped with such hard rubber gyros are identified by the suffix "R",

viz., "64/67R".

In addition to the above described gyro-sheaths designed to receive regular Waterman's

desk pens, any Waterman's Desk Set may be fitted with the No. 7 gyro-sheath which is

designed specifically to match and to receive Waterman's Jet No. 7 pocket pen. Unlike other

makes of pocket pens when used as desk pens, there is nothing to take away or to add to

the No. 7 pen for perfect desk set service. Thus, a favorite pen point is always available

—

no matter where the writer happens to be.

Unlike some of the sheaths in use on various other makes of desk sets, the graceful

Waterman's gyro-sheath can be freely moved to any position— straight up—inclined to left

or right—or frontward—the patented bearings being just tight enough to hold the gyro-

sheath exactly where it is placed—with the pen conveniently ready for instant use.

Many prospects for Desk Sets do not fully understand the principle of the gyro-sheath.

Therefore, we suggest that you explain to them that the inside wall of the sheath does not

touch the nib but fits snugly around the bottom of holder—forming an air chamber. This air

chamber not only protects the nib but keeps it in a continuously moist condition, ready for

instant service. Also, the construction of the sheath prevents ink from reaching grip section

—making the Waterman's gyro-sheath the cleanest and most satisfactory in use on any desk

Waterman's Desk Set Pens possess all the built-in excellence that characterize the

regular Waterman's pocket type of fountain pens.

Waterman's Desk Sets are especially appropriate for trophies or prizes for golf clubs,

bowling clubs, bridge clubs, etc., or for any sport or contest where a trophy that combines

ornamental beauty and genuine usefulness is desired. We have on hand desk set designs for

nearly every competitive sport and your inquiries for special designs also are invited.
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